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PA Meeting to be held in Public 4
th

 August 2016. 

PA 0581/16 Mriehel High Rise 

PA 1191/05 Townsquare High Rise 

 

Opinion by Victor Axiak (also based on internal discussions at ERA) 

 

Both applications deal with High Rise (HR) Buildings to be considered taking into consideration the  FAR Policy. 

 

General Comment:  

 

The FAR Policy  (discussed at MEPA Board in 7
th

 November 2013) had fundamental flaws in it.  It should have 

been the vehicle through which a comprehensive and strategic approach (study) would be taken in order to 

assess HR projects within a comprehensive framework, for a particular area (through SEA of FAR). This was to 

ensure that CUMULATIVE IMPACTS will be taken into consideration, and also to assess the CARRYING 

CAPACITY of HR buildings within a particular area.  Instead the FAR policy adopted a ‘case-by case’ approach 

which I argued against (see minutes of MEPA Board Meeting 7
th

 Nov. 2013). It delegated the responsibility of 

comprehensive PLANNING to individual developers using the EIA for specific projects as the main instrument 

for impact assessment. 

 

EIA is designed as a PROJECT LEVEL ASSESSMENT, evaluating environmental  impacts of a specific development 

on a defined site. Such impacts may also include effects on  strategic-level considerations such as air quality, 

landscape, microclimate etc. However there are limitations in using EIA as an impact assessment instrument in 

this case. There are at least TWO critical limitations of the EIA process when assessing urban developments 

and associated issues that are of a strategic or cumulative nature (e.g. air quality), which are bound to recur 

whenever an EIA has to be carried out in the absence of a holistic picture of the surrounding area and its likely 

evolution. 

 -          Limitations vis-a-vis assessment of strategic-level environmental issues: 

Effective addressing of such strategic-level issues requires timely assessment at plan/policy-making 

stage, when development commitments first arise. To this effect, it is the responsibility of the plan 

maker to ensure that strategic plans and, subsequently, local plans are duly subjected to the 

relevant Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) such that any likely issues (e.g. air quality 

hotspots, infrastructural carrying capacity, etc) can be captured upfront and duly factored into the 

relevant policy parameters and limitations. The EIA process (which is centred around a single 

individual project and its impacts) cannot adequately address the vacuum that arises whenever the 

more ‘upstream’ SEA is evaded, especially since one of the key remits of the local plan/policy as 

refined on the basis of the SEA is that of setting parameters/limitations on the total development that 

can be realistically accommodated in a given geographic area without giving rise to unacceptable 

environmental implications. 

  

-          Limitations vis-a-vis assessment of the cumulative impact of the development: 

The consideration of the cumulative impact within the EIA (i.e. the contribution of the individual 

development to the overall picture) necessarily requires a clear and quantifiable indication of the 

overall context for the surrounding area (e.g. the number, location and scale/intensity of other 

developments that are predicted in the area of influence of the development in the foreseeable 

future), which in turn requires a well-defined local plan/policy framework. Otherwise, if the 

plan/policy parameters are ill-defined or open-ended, the EIA can only provide a limited, out-of-

context snapshot based on the development in isolation or, at best (?), on that development plus a 

few nearby developments that happen to be known with some precision at that point in time. This 

would still constitute a correct application of the authority’s EIA obligations, however it does imply 

that the resulting snapshots may not necessarily be a reliable predictor of the cumulative situation 

that will eventually evolve. 

 

The above general comment is particularly relevant to both cases to be discussed (PA 0581/16 Mriehel High 

Rise; PA 1191/05 Townsquare High Rise), as will be briefly indicated hereunder: 
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PA 1191/05 Townsquare HR 

 

I will here apply the above observation to one aspect of the EIA on this project: air quality and the wind 

microclimate assessment.  The same observation is highly relevant to a number of other aspects of the EIA of 

this project. 

 

The air quality assessment is based on a number of assumptions which only take into account the Townsquare 

HR development itself. It fails to take into account the Fort Cambridge HR (PA2960/16)  which has already 

been submitted to PA for consideration, which includes a HR of 40 storeys and which is located less than 100m 

from the Townsquare tower. Likewise, the wind microclimate assessment of the Townsquare HR, which 

includes detailed modelling results of the wind microclimate at street level around the Townsquare Tower 

itself under different wind directions, fails completely to take into account the proposed Fort Cambridge 

Tower less than 100 m away. It is well known that the presence of two tall towers which are relatively close to 

each other,  are bound to significantly influence the wind regimes both between the towers and around each 

of them.  This means that while within the legal EIA framework, the Townsquare consultants were correct in 

their assessments (since the Fort Cambridge HR has not yet been officially approved, nor considered), their 

conclusions on impacts are a sham, since such conclusions do not take into account the likely presence of Fort 

Cambridge HR in the vicinity. In other words, the EIA approach on a case-by-case basis (even if correctly 

applied as required by the relevant EIA Directive) fails to correctly assess the likely impacts on the presence of 

a number of HR projects in a particular area. 

 

PA 0581/16 Mriehel High Rise 

 

The same argument applies to the purported impact assessment of this HR. It is likely that the impacts on air 

quality and on wind micro-climate would not be significant (unlike those of Townsquare HR), but the impact of 

long-distance landscape views and visual changes in such landscape, is another matter.   During the informal 

discussions on this development, at the PA Board,  I had specifically requested whether other similar HR 

projects within the immediate vicinity of the Mriehel Towers, may be ruled out. Evidently, the answer was 

negative, since the FAR policy does not contemplate any thresholds or carrying capacity for the development 

of towers in the same area.  Therefore the impact assessment on landscape and visual amenities is incomplete 

and inconclusive.    

 

Furthermore it is pertinent to point out that photographic evidence (even if validated and corrected to 

supposedly represent images as seen by the human eye) is often insufficient to assess such impacts.  For 

example, I went to check personally the visual views of the area from Mdina (Pjazza tas-Sur), as claimed by the 

photographs presented by the EIA report (ViewPoint 1). Such photographic viewpoint indicates that the 

Mriehel Towers would be barely visible from Mdina. However from the same viewpoint and under reasonably 

same sky conditions, I (a 65 year old!) could visually see quite clearly, the dome of the Carmelite Church in 

Valletta and the Portomaso Tower in Sliema. Both structures were absent from the photographic viewpoint 1 

presented in the EIA report.  

 

Conclusion:   After thoroughly reviewing the DPARs, the EIA and other reports, I have no doubt that had I the 

privilege of attending the PA meeting tomorrow, I would have voted against both developments. 

 

I also understand that ERA (formerly EPD) was involved in the EIA process  for both developments under 

discussion. It certified that the EIA process as adopted and applied in both cases, was generally correct. 

However this is NOT in question.  The point being made here is that the EIA process itself is insufficient to 

assess impacts of HR developments in particular areas (as designated by the FAR policy). Such assessment of 

impacts, and more so, of the thresholds and capping limit that a particular area may accommodate of such 

towers, may only result from holistic and strategic reports.  

 

 

Victor Axiak 

3
rd

 August 2016. 


